


Watch the trailer here

https://vimeo.com/306136449


Humphrey Bogart wakes up in the world of Black Mirror

In the last few years, Instagram developed many tools giving opportunities to 

filmmakers. We decided to experiment with form and design an interactive series for 

this platform. The result - a project we always wanted to find. 

@Sufferosa, a Mystery Adventure in III Acts, is an interactive Instagram series that 

reflects on youthfulness, beauty and the sense of being lost in a maze you can’t escape. 

In this artistic, non-commercial experiment we strive to create a new kind of serialized 

storytelling in social media. @Sufferosa blends original footage with samples from 

classic film, literature and music, taking influences from adventure games. We are not 

afraid to mix up absurdity with seriousness and social commentary with humor.

ACT I is out now, remaining acts will launch within 2019 and 2020. The gaps between 

the acts will be filled with a narrative arc presented as Insta Stories and IGTV.

We hope you will enjoy it.

Dawid & Kasia AKA The Kissinger Twins

www.kissingertwins.com

Visit @Sufferosa

http://www.kissingertwins.com
https://www.instagram.com/sufferosa/


“You are never too old
to become younger.”

Mae West



About the project
@Sufferosa is a neo-noir thriller and a satire on the cultural obsession with beauty and 

youth in the present-day world.  It is inspired by books such as 'The Chair that Rocks’ by 

Ashton Applewhite and 'Beauty Sick' by Renee Engeln. The project is also a homage to 

the classic cinema: Jean-Luc Godard’s Alphaville, American film-noir and Jerzy Has's 

masterpiece The Saragossa Manuscript. 

@Sufferosa is a remake of an award-winning online interactive film from 2010. The film, 

written and directed by The Kissinger Twins and described by The Guardian as 

“Cutting-edge interactive detective noir” has won The Audience Award at Stuttgarter 

Filmwinter and has been presented at almost 50 film festivals and digital culture events 

worldwide including: Vancouver IFF, Reykjavik IFF, YouTube Day Singapore, onedotzero, 

Festival du nouveau cinéma Montreal and NYU Tisch School of The Arts.

Visit @Sufferosa

https://thischairrocks.com/
http://beautysick.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alphaville_(film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film_noir
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Saragossa_Manuscript_(film)
https://www.instagram.com/sufferosa/


Synopsis
The story follows a private eye Ivan Johnson looking for a missing woman. His 

investigation leads him to Professor Carlos von Braun, who works on rejuvenation 

treatment for women. Von Braun orders Johnson to be drugged and taken to his clinic 

located on Miranda island. A few days later Johnson wakes up in a cell. This is when the 

interactive part begins - the user becomes the detective and unfolds the story piece by 

piece, which adds suspense and intrigue to the narrative.

F i n d 

a w o m a n 

t r a p p e d 

i n  a  c l i ni c 

p e r f e c t i n g

e t e r n a l 

y o u t h

Visit @Sufferosa

https://www.instagram.com/sufferosa/


“If you’re extremely, painfully 
frightened of age, it shows.”

Jeanne Moreau



FAQs 3. What is ageism?

Ageism, also called age discrimination, is when someone treats you unfairly 
because of your age. It can also include the way that older people are 
represented in the media: it's a bad thing to get old and wrinkles are 
embarrassing. Beauty companies work hard to convince people to purchase 
products that will retain their youthful appearance. It is a hoax, there are no 
real anti-aging tricks. We should embrace the progress of time, not deny it. 
Ashton Applewhite, a writer, and a pro-age activist cites studies showing that 
people with more positive perceptions of aging live longer and happier. 
Therefore - Age Pride! 

4. What is Rejuvenation™?

Carlos von Braun describes Rejuvenation™ as a process of making someone 
feel better and younger. The professor claims that, as of now, youthfulness 
can only be delivered to women. More information about the process will be 
revealed in the Chronicles - short visual novels spread across accounts of the 
project.

5. What inspired you to write this story? 

Vernon Sullivan’s novels, Jean-Luc Godard’s Alphaville, American film noir, 
exploration games (Jet Set Willy), Polish cult movie The Saragossa Manuscript, 
books This Chair Rocks: A Manifesto Against Ageism by Ashton Applewhite and 
Beauty Sick by Renee Engeln.

1. Why Instagram?

We do things differently. Instagram is the most popular visual app, yet we 
feel like filmmakers do not use its full potential. The platform is mostly used 
as a tool to promote films as opposed to making a film designed for 
Instagram. The difference is in the approach. Our goal was to create a 
mysterious and visually inspiring series designed for Instagram with a 
pro-age social commentary. We wanted to tell a surprising story in an 
unexpected way.

2. @Sufferosa is a remake of your award-winning interactive 
film from 2010. Why did you return to the project?

First of all, we believe that obsession with beauty and youth, a key theme of 
Sufferosa, is more evident than ever. One decade ago it was mainly the 
mature celebrities that underwent plastic surgery. Nowadays we see a huge 
increase in plastic surgery patients younger than 30 years of age. Teenagers 
are undergoing plastic surgery to look like they do in their filtered selfies. 
The phenomenon is called “selfie dysmorphia”. We also wanted to redesign 
the story for mobile devices - Instagram is the perfect tool for that purpose. 
This is the kind of ‘instant’ storytelling that can be experienced in 
one-minute bursts, yet it is also complex enough to immerse the viewer for 
longer periods of time. Finally, we have a lot of great unused material 
(photos and footage) that we could not use back in 2010. So, this is a proper 
remake with brand new visuals, characters, and storylines.

Visit @Sufferosa

https://www.instagram.com/sufferosa/


9. When do you plan to launch acts II & III?

We plan to launch the second act later in 2019 and the final, third act in 2020. 
However, the story will be developed in crucial ways in between the chapters. 
We will build on the narrative act with Insta Stories and IGTV. You will be able 
to get familiar with new characters and see some of the problems eternal 
youth brought upon them. Stay tuned.

10. What are Cinematic Labyrinths? 

It is the name of our creative philosophy. We love cinema and we experiment 
with interactive, non-linear forms of storytelling. The Cinematic Labyrinths 
are somewhere at the intersection of film and interactivity - non-linear 
narrative spaces where viewers have to uncover the story themselves.
It is also the title of our retrospective presentation that we gave at film 
festivals. In a span of ninety minutes, we present our interactive projects 
made between 2003 and 2019 (from Smolik Attitude to @Sufferosa).

Links
www.kissingertwins.com/workshops
www.instagram.com/jacktorrancetrip
www.thischairrocks.com
www.beautysick.com
www.weareageist.com

6. Is it your first project on Instagram? 

No, it is our second one. @jacktorrancetrip was talked about at our lectures 
at NYU Tisch School of the Arts as we discussed storytelling potential of 
Instagram with the students. The project is about Moon landing conspiracy 
theories. It tells the story of Jack Torrance, an American director who 
claimed he was the director of the faked moon landing. Here is the link: 
www.instagram.com/jacktorrancetrip

7. What are you teaching at your Instagram Workshops? 

Let us quote one of our students: “It was the first time I heard about using 
Instagram in the ways I’ve not considered before.” We show people how to 
create personal storytelling. As opposed to simply posting pictures that align 
with certain norms, we encourage them to think outside the box. If you want 
to know more, check here: www.kissingertwins.com/workshops

8. How did you manage to have such amazing actors and musicians?

@Sufferosa is an independent, non-commercial art project made without 
any financial support or product placement. It is a once in a lifetime project - 
we were so passionate about it that we managed to convince all these great 
artists to become a part of it. We are happy they trusted us to handle this 
pro-age story right.

Visit @Sufferosa

http://www.kissingertwins.com/workshops
http://www.instagram.com/jacktorrancetrip
https://thischairrocks.com/
http://www.beautysick.com/
http://www.weareageist.com
http://www.instagram.com/jacktorrancetrip
http://www.kissingertwins.com/workshops
https://www.instagram.com/sufferosa/


“I'm scared of the day I turn 19.
I really don't want to grow past 18.”

Kylie Jenner



Instructions

This is @Sufferosa, the home account of the project and the portal to the story. It is 

in here where you will find information about the project, the instructions, regular 

updates, and IGTV music series: Ambient Soundscapes and Unclassified. When you 

are ready, start the experience by tapping the ENTER pic.
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Visit @Sufferosa

https://www.instagram.com/sufferosa/


Tap on the pic. Then tap on the TAG 
that takes you to Carlos von Braun’s 
clinic.

2 / 5

There are 24 rooms - episodes in the clinic. 
Each room has its own Instagram Account. 
There is a map of the clinic in each account.

3 / 5 Visit @Sufferosa

https://www.instagram.com/sufferosa/


@sufferosa_episode_1
The story starts here. This is Ivan’s Johnson account - episode. 
The other 23 episodes have the same structure of 9 pictures, Insta Stories 
and the Map of the clinic.

Read Instagram Bio text
It introduces the location and account’s character. 

Watch videos
The characters tell their stories here.

Check stories
The stories bring additional info about characters.

Read captions 
Look for Easter eggs - there is something more to each picture.

Use the map to navigate 
The map of the clinic is always in the bottom right picture

To change the room, tap the pic with an arrow.

4 / 5
Visit @Sufferosa

https://www.instagram.com/sufferosa/


That’s all.
Good Luck. 
Explore 
the clinic 
and find 
Rosa.

Tap on the pic, and then tap the TAG 

that takes you to another room-episode.

5 / 5 Visit @Sufferosa

https://www.instagram.com/sufferosa/


ACTORS

Ivan Johnson    Maciej Kozłowski

Carlos von Braun - Ryszard Ronczewski
Norma Desmond - Beata Tyszkiewicz
Sunday Love - Ewa Szykulska
Jack Sullivan - Jacek Fedorowicz
Grace Sullivan - Joanna Głuszkowska / Rebel Models
Boris Urbanov - Michał Urbaniak
Dolores - Gosia Baczyńska
Carmen Sternwood - Kasia Paskuda
Cindy Wildenstein - Kasia Szwarc
Dr. Sorberin - Tadeusz Wojtych
Nadia #1 - Monika Smolicz
Nadia #2 - Agnieszka Maciąg 
Dr. Markus Schutz - Jerzy Żydkiewicz 
Ann Smith - Kasia Kifert
Nicole Smith - Monika Surowiec
Diana Marek - Nurse #1
Kasia Sobkowiak - Nurse #2
Micaela Xerinda - Nurse #3

Cast 

Rosa von Braun - Agata Świstek / Rebel Models
Karolina Zielińska - Seductress 
Lily - Virus
Lan – Twin

VOICE OVER ACTORS

Ivan Johnson - Stephen Martin
Carmen Sternwood - Dan Dunlap
Karen Kane - Mika Urbaniak
Sunday Love - Justyna Gardzińska
Seductress - Maria Bąkówna
Dolores - Carmen Bunuel
Emmanuel Sorberin - Dan Dunlap
Cindy Wildenstein - Kasia Januszko
Carl Evello - James Atkins
Grace - Barbara Stachowiak-Kowalska
Trailer Narrator - John Edmondson

Visit @Sufferosa

https://www.instagram.com/sufferosa/




“I'm really a strong advocate of ageing 
because the messages that the media and 
advertising give to women infuriate me: 

that it's a bad thing to get old. ”

Sophia Myles



The Kissinger Twins - Director, Writer, Editor & Designer
Radek Ładczuk, Klaudiusz Dwulit - DOPs
Piotr Porebsky, Kasia Kifert - Photographers
Filip Marcinkowski - Composer, Sound Designer, Soundtrack Supervisor
Monika Surowiec - Costume Designer, Head of Stylist
Marek Ołdak - Sound Designer
Iwa Bakowski, Austen Morrow - Copywriters
Grzegorz Ludorowski - Programmer (2010 version)
Ula Pągowska - Set Designer
Agata Marcinkowska - Graphic & Motion Designer
Małgorzata Kotlonek - Special Makeup Effects Artist
Magda Atkins, Jaga Wopaleńska, Anna Męczynśka - Makeup Artists

Konrad Kłos, Kasia Zalewska, Daniel Muras, Klaudia Jaśpinśka, Kacper Rączkowski - Hair Artists

Radek Kokot - Photographers’ Assistant
Alina Marina - Social Media Assistant
Krzysztof Daniel - Print

PARTNERS

Rebel Models  .  Makata  .  Gudejko  .  Efektura

Crew 

Visit @Sufferosa

https://www.instagram.com/sufferosa/


Soundtrack Supervisor - Filip Marcinkowski

List of artist:

Sonic Youth
Tarwater
Glass Candy 
Farah
Text of Light
Michał Urbaniak
Stereo Total
Modular
Memory Tapes
Ścianka Quintet
Exploding Star Orchestra
Filip Marcinkowski
Erik Ursich
Emiter
Dagiel
The KLF

On IGTV we will present two music series:

-  The Ambient Soundscapes where each episode features a different   

   musician and a character from the series in a live stream from the clinic. 

-  Unclassified series will focus on vintage music and Carlos von Braun’s        

   guests from his murky past.

Music & IGTV 

Visit @Sufferosa

https://www.instagram.com/sufferosa/


“Ageism is as odious as 
racism and sexism.”

Claude Pepper



Key Features
- One of the most complex cinematic storytelling experiment on Instagram

- A satire on obsession with youth and beauty with a Pro-age message

- A love letter to the noir cinema for the new audience

- III Acts with twenty-four locations / episodes

- The story told with films, Insta stories, carousels, captions, and IGTV

- 1st project on Instagram with a map as a part of the story interface

-  A mystery to explore at your own pace (story-focused exploration)

- More than twenty unique characters, performed by international 
  cast, including legends of the Polish film industry

- Special focus on photography

- The story challenges players to think for themselves by providing
  the information but never the answers

- Unique interactive Insta Stories adding depth to the narrative

- Dozens of short cinematic one-minute films

- IGTV music series featuring famous musicians, including Glass Candy,  
  Sonic Youth, Exploding Star Orchestra, Ścianka, Michał Urbaniak, Modular, 
  Text of Light and The KLF



About authors
Dawid Marcinkowski and Kasia Kifert AKA The Kissinger Twins are the directors duo and new media 

artists. In their works, they mix digital technologies with film, music, literature and social media to 

create new forms of storytelling. They are authors of artistic projects such as Webby Award 

winning The Trip or SXSW finalist Forget me Not,  but also interactive films and experiences for 

brands such as Expedia, Honda, Channel4 or Philips. They are welcomed speakers and judges at 

film and new-media festivals (Reykjavik IFF, MeConvention Stockholm, NYU Tisch School of the Arts, 

YouTube Day Singapore, Emerson LA, onedotzero London, Vancouver IFF), where they share their 

passion for interactive storytelling and their idea of Cinematic Labyrinths.

www.kissingertwins.com

Visit @Sufferosa

http://www.kissingertwins.com
https://www.instagram.com/sufferosa/


If you have any questions, 

please don’t hesitate to contact us.

The Kissinger Twins
Dawid Marcinkowski & Kasia Kifert

kissingertwins@gmail.com

www.kissingertwins.com

Visit @Sufferosa

mailto:kissingertwins@gmail.com
http://www.kissingertwins.com
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